FIVE-YEAR PROJECTION (FALL 2019 – SPRING 2024)
SPANISH MAJOR (SPAN 05) COURSE OFFERINGS (subject to change)

FALL 2019
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Amer. Civilization & Culture (324 M/G)
Advanced Span. Grammar & Composition (409 WI)
Oral Spanish (305)
Introduction to Spanish Interpretation (350)
Introduction to Spanish Translation (340)
Contemporary Spanish Novel (482)

SPRING 2020
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Civilization & Culture (320)
Advanced Spanish Conversation (411)
Spanish for Medical Personnel (313)
Internship in Spanish (452)
Advanced Spanish Translation (441)
Spanish American Short Story (383)

FALL 2020
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Amer. Civilization & Culture (324 M/G)
Advanced Span. Grammar & Composition (409 WI)
Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics (302)
History of the Spanish Language (400)
Spanish for Law (315)
Spanish Novel (326)

SPRING 2021
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Civilization & Culture (320)
Advanced Spanish Conversation (411)
Spanish Phonetics (300)
Special Topics (440): Spanish Applied Linguistics
Spanish for Business A (312)
Spanish American Novel (426)

FALL 2021
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Amer. Civilization & Culture (324 M/G)
Advanced Span. Grammar & Composition (409 WI)
Oral Spanish (305)
Introduction to Spanish Interpretation (350)
Introduction to Spanish Translation (340)
Generation of ‘98 (481)

SPRING 2022
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Civilization & Culture (320)
Advanced Spanish Conversation (411)
Spanish for Medical Personnel (313)
Internship in Spanish (452)
Advanced Spanish Translation (441)
Spanish American Theater (328)

FALL 2022
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Amer. Civilization & Culture (324 M/G)
Advanced Span. Grammar & Composition (409 WI)
Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics (302)
History of the Spanish Language (400)
Spanish for Law (315)
Readings in Contemporary Spanish Literature (325)

SPRING 2023
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Civilization & Culture (320)
Advanced Spanish Conversation (411)
Spanish Phonetics (300)
Special Topics (440): Spanish Applied Linguistics
Spanish for Business A (312)
Spanish American Short Story (383)

FALL 2023
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Amer. Civilization & Culture (324 M/G)
Advanced Span. Grammar & Composition (409 WI)
Oral Spanish (305)
Introduction to Spanish Interpretation (350)
Introduction to Spanish Translation (340)
Contemporary Spanish Novel (482)

SPRING 2024
Spanish Reading & Composition (212)
Appreciation of Hispanic Literature (301)
Spanish Civilization & Culture (320)
Advanced Spanish Conversation (411)
Spanish for Medical Personnel (313)
Internship in Spanish (452)
Advanced Spanish Translation (441)
Spanish American Short Story (383)
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